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Patenting artificial 
intelligence in the life 
sciences: a practical guide

Discussion about artificial intelligence (AI) is 
booming and examples of AI applications are 
being reported in all technical fields, including the 
life sciences. While there is much hype about the 
fourth industrial revolution and how companies 
in all fields will either reap benefits from AI or 
be threatened by it, there is a need for detailed 
advice on how to deal with AI innovations. This 
chapter attempts to give specific pointers on the 
application of AI in the life sciences field. In 
particular, the use of AI involves three different 
elements, each being potentially innovative: 
• a software product (an implementation of an AI 

algorithm or model) – the AI software may have 
some level of genericity, or have been specifically 
designed for the target application;

• application of the AI software to solve a 
technical problem in the life sciences domain 
(the target application) – for example: 
• to identify critical parameters and 

subsequently predict a given outcome – 
improvement of a life sciences method (eg, 
diagnostic or treatment guidance); or

• to identify the best molecule candidate – 
improvement of a product used in life sciences 
(eg, a drug); and

• the training data used to feed a machine 
learning algorithm – this data is usually secret (it 
tends to be expensive to collect and prepare and 
is subject to privacy considerations).

Strategy: keep the invention secret, patent it 
or just publish it?
This question should be familiar to innovative 
organisations: should we keep an invention secret, 
publish it or patent it? For inventions involving AI 
and life sciences, this strategic choice is even more 
difficult to make as there is uncertainty regarding 
what, if anything, can be patented.

Keeping part of an invention secret is an 
option if:
• time is needed to generate more experimental 

data to ensure optimal scope of protection; 
• the invention could not be described in a 

reproducible way without disclosing training 
data that should remain secret;

• patent case law is not favourable in terms of 
patent eligibility;

• infringement is hard to detect;
• the lifecycle of the invention is short; and
• the filing behaviour of the competition is not 

active.
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“This question should be familiar to innovative organisations: 
should we keep an invention secret, publish it or patent it?”
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Any decision to keep part of an invention secret 
should be re-evaluated periodically to ascertain 
whether the situation has changed.

If patient data is used in an AI invention, the 
data must generally remain secret for data privacy 
reasons. In many practical cases, the collection and 
preparation of data is such a costly process (both in 
terms of time and resources) that there is a strong 
incentive to keep the training data secret, even 
without a legal obligation of secrecy. The patent 
attorney must assess whether the invention could 
be considered reproducible without disclosing the 
training data used.  

If the lifecycle of the invention is short and 
the filing behaviour of the competition is not 
active, it may be an option to simply keep the 
invention secret or to develop a national filing 
strategy in countries where patents are granted 
quickly. In addition, when specific restrictive 
patent considerations apply to this type of 
invention (eg, reproducibility, adverse case law 
or low enforcement opportunities), companies 
may become even more reluctant to file a patent 
application. This is where the strategic advice of a 
patent attorney becomes necessary.

On a technical level, a distinction must be 
made between AI algorithms that are considered 
state of the art (eg, the algorithms and underlying 
mathematical framework have been described 
in literature) and those that have some level of 
inventiveness. Most life sciences applications rely 
on known models which cannot be patented as 
such. Moreover, many jurisdictions exclude ‘pure’ 
AI algorithms (ie, without a link to technical 
problem) from patentability, and qualify them 
as abstract methods (eg, the United States 
and Europe).

If an AI technology has been further developed 
(in the sense of evolving the algorithmic 
framework) to allow its application in the life 
sciences, it may be worthwhile considering 
protecting the new algorithmic part of the 
technology as a specific solution to the technical 
problem to be solved. The patent attorney 
must assess the optimal level of disclosure for 
the invention.

The invention originating from the application 
of AI technology may be protected without 
actually mentioning any AI technology in the 
independent claims.

Figure 1: Questions and options for patenting AI inventions

Patenting AI inventions
Question 1: Does the invention allow a technical 
problem to be solved? 
Pure AI algorithms are not usually patentable 
because they are considered abstract or 

mathematical methods. In general, in order to 
be eligible for patentability in the life sciences 
field, the invention should involve a solution 
that would also be patentable in the absence 
of AI – for example, the optimisation of a 

* Key consideration for EPO. Other jurisdictions have similar considerations (eg, 
abstract method in the United States)
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diagnostic method by identifying a set of key 
parameters having a predictive value for a given 
situation is considered a patentable invention. If 
question 1 can be answered ‘yes’, then you can 
proceed to question 2.

Question 2: Is the invention in the AI technology 
itself? 
Continuing with the example of the diagnostic 
method, such an optimisation method must 

be novel and inventive in view of the prior art. 
Just applying a state-of-the-art AI technology 
to a new application may not be considered 
inventive. For example, claiming the use of AI 
technology for providing a new parameter for 
diagnosing a disease may not be considered 
inventive, when: 
• state-of-the-art AI technology is used; and
• a diagnostic method is already known for the 

disease.
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In this case, the key inventive aspect may be the 
choice of training data. In this type of situation, 
further inventive step pointers should be looked 
for (eg, a surprising result or prejudice against 
this approach). If these pointers cannot be found, 
patenting the use of AI for this particular problem 
is probably not a viable option.

In opposition, if the answer to question 2 is 
‘yes’, the AI technology itself may be patentable 
(if linked to the technical topic of question 1). 
Regardless of the answer, it is advisable to consider 
question 3.

Question 3: Did the AI technology result in a 
novel and inventive method or device or product? 
If the answer to this question is ‘yes’, then 
regardless of the answer to question 2, the resulting 
method or device or product may be patentable. 
In many cases, the independent claims would not 
mention the AI technology at all. 

When questions 2 and question 3 are answered 
‘yes’, the inventive step should still be assessed in 
the standard way. 

Practical example
DNAlytics is a start-up specialised in data-driven 
healthcare. In the framework of a partnership with 
an academic partner, it has developed a method for 
the assessment of upper gastrointestinal bleeding 
in decompensated cirrhotic children (Pediatric 
Transplantation, Bonnet N et al (2019) e13390). 

While awaiting a transplant, children suffering 
from decompensated cirrhosis face the risk 
of upper gastrointestinal bleeding because of 
ruptured oesophageal or gastric varices – one of 
the most severe complications related to chronic 
liver disease. Such bleeding could become life-
threatening and therefore the risk stratification of 
bleeding is important to identify those cases which 
may benefit from a prophylactic treatment with 
band ligation or sclerotherapy. In current clinical 
practice, there is no paediatric recommendation 
for primary prophylaxis with endoscopic ligation, 

sclerotherapy or non-specific beta-blockers 
in children.

In such a situation, state-of-the-art AI 
technology has been used to:
• process retrospective data from clinical studies;
• identify haemostatic factors with clinically 

relevant predictive power; and 
• elaborate a model fed with those factors that is 

able to predict gastrointestinal bleeding (this 
model is encapsulated in a web platform and 
openly accessible (http://hrs2c2.com)).

Assessing the risk of upper gastrointestinal 
bleeding in decompensated cirrhotic children is a 
patentable subject matter in most jurisdictions. The 
answer to question 1, therefore, is ‘yes’.

The AI technology used by DNAlytics was 
state of the art. The innovation lay mostly in the 
selection of data with relevant predictive power 
and in identifying the AI approach (machine 
learning methods for feature selection and 
predictive modelling) most suitable to the problem 
and data dimensionality. As a result, the answer 
to question 2 should be ‘no’ – such use of AI in 
this optimisation problem will be considered an 
obvious approach to a skilled person.

The answer to question 3, however, would 
be ‘yes’, since such an assessment method was 
not known. In this case, a patent application 
could have been filed for protecting “an in vitro 
diagnostic method wherein the value of each of 
these three parameters would have been assessed 
in such children in order to predict whether 
an upper gastrointestinal bleeding is likely to 
happen”. The main claim of such patent could 
read as follows:

Claim A: An in vitro diagnosis method of upper 
gastrointestinal bleeding in decompensated cirrhotic 
children comprising the steps of:
• assessing the level of three haemostatic factors: 

fibrinogen, the adenosine diphosphate and the 
thrombin-dependent platelet aggregation in such 
children,

“Did the AI technology result in a novel and inventive method or 
device or product?”
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• comparing these levels to corresponding levels in 
a control population, for each of these haemostatic 
factors and

• concluding as to the bleeding prediction of such 
children.

Such an in vitro diagnostic claim is eligible for 
patentability at the EPO following the Enlarged 
Board of Appeal Decision G01/04. Such a claim 
would need to be further adapted to the US 
practice as the USPTO applies more stringent 
criteria to the eligibility of diagnostic methods. 
One possibility is to add a treatment step in such 
a claim.

In summary, in this specific example, a technical 
problem (ie, predicting bleeding in patients) was 
solved using AI technology. The solution of this 
technical problem (ie, the diagnostic method with 
three predictive parameters as inputs) could have 
been a potentially patentable technical invention.

The AI method used, as such, was state of the 
art. However, a claim might have been drafted 
as follows:

Claim B1: Computer-implemented method 
to identify a predictive parameter for upper 

gastrointestinal bleeding in a decompensated 
cirrhotic child, the method comprising:
• providing computer-readable data comprising a 

plurality of parameters ... and diagnostic outcomes 
... to a machine learning model

• identifying the predictive parameter among 
the plurality of parameters from the machine 
learning model.

Claim B2: Computer-implemented method 
to predict upper gastrointestinal bleeding 
of decompensated cirrhotic children, the 
method comprising:
• identifying a predictive parameter to predict the 

upper gastrointestinal bleeding of decompensated 
cirrhotic children from a machine learning model, 
by:
• providing computer-readable data comprising 

a plurality of parameters … and diagnostic 
outcomes … to the machine learning model

• measuring the identified predictive parameter 
and computing the prediction.

Claim B1 or B2 should be eligible for 
patentability at the EPO as a technical problem 

Table 1. various options 

Q2: AI technique new/inventive?

No Yes

Q3: Resulting 
method new/
inventive?

No Not patentable Consider patenting use of the AI

Yes Consider patenting the method/device 
wihtout claiming AI

AI approach applicable to broad range 
of problems? Patent the AI. Limited to 
specific problem? Patent the resulting 
method/device

“In a specific example, a technical problem was solved using AI 
technology. The solution of this technical problem could have 

been a potentially patentable technical invention”
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(ie, identifying an event, preferably a parameter, 
to predict the bleeding) has been solved. The 
difference between B1 and B2 is that B2 further 
incorporates the step of carrying out the diagnostic 
method itself. There is case law to suggest that 
this is necessary to fulfil the requirements of 
patentability at the EPO, so the B2 variant should 
at least be included as a dependent claim.

Such a claim might be considered novel, 
as it can be assumed that nobody would have 
ever thought of using AI in this very specific 
context. However, the inventiveness of such a 
claim may be rather difficult to defend as, at 
first sight, it just seems a routine use of a state-
of-the-art AI. The choice of the application 
“predict the upper gastrointestinal bleeding 
of decompensated cirrhotic children” seems 
to represent an arbitrary selection among the 
unlimited number of applications wherein AI 
technologies could be used. The invention seems 
to lie more in the overall workflow used to solve 
the technical problem, rather than in the choice of 
AI methodology used for feature selection or for 
computing the prediction. In the absence of any 
prejudice in the art to identify such parameters, it 
is anticipated that the inventiveness of such a claim 
will be difficult to defend.

Imagine that the AI technology used would 
have been improved (ie, AI technology X) in order 
to allow it to solve similar technical problems and 
not only just the one of the invention. This new 
algorithm component, specific for the technical 
problem to be solved, could be protected when run 
on a computer for solving this problem:

Claim C1: Computer-implemented method to 
identify a parameter in a patient predictive of an 
event, the method comprising:
• providing computer-readable data comprising a 

plurality of parameters ... and diagnostic outcomes 
... to a specific machine learning model

• identifying the predictive parameter among the 
plurality of parameters from the specific machine 
learning model.

Claim C2: Computer-implemented method to 
predict a parameter predictive of an event in a 
patient, the method comprising:
• identifying a predictive parameter to predict the 

event in said patient from a specific machine 
learning model, by:
• providing computer-readable data comprising 

a plurality of parameters ... and diagnostic 
outcomes ... to the specific machine learning 
model

• measuring the identified predictive parameter 
and determining the prediction.

However, the C-type of a claim is only really 
useful if it can be applied to the identification 
of predictive parameters in different clinical 
situations with different training data. If the only 
actually relevant prediction method is the in vitro 
method of Claim A, then use of optimisation 
method Claim C1 and C2 will invariably result in 
a prediction method according Claim A. In that 
case, it may be more desirable to directly protect 
the method (Claim A) rather than the way of 
getting there (Claim C1 or C2).

Comment
To recap, the three questions that are key when 
assessing the patentability of AI inventions in the 
life sciences are as follows:
• Does the invention allow a technical problem to 

be solved? 
• Is the invention in the AI technology itself?
• Did the AI technology result in a novel and 

inventive method or device?

If the answer to question 1 is ‘no’, then 
patenting is generally not possible, at least not 
in Europe or the United States. If the answer 
to question 2 is ‘yes’, the AI method may be 
protected. Regardless, a ‘yes’ to question 3 
indicates that the obtained method or device is 
patentable, in which case the independent claims 
may not even refer to AI technology.

“In the absence of any prejudice in the art to identify such 
parameters, it is anticipated that the inventiveness of such a 

claim will be difficult to defend”
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It may seem counterintuitive that a claim of 
an invention based on AI may not refer to any 
AI technology at all. However, there are certain 
advantages to such an ‘AI-less’ claim of an AI-
based invention. It removes any doubt as to 
whether the training data should be disclosed. If 
the AI algorithm is not part of the claim, then 
clearly the invention can be worked without 
having access to the training data. It also removes 
the need to claim the AI algorithm in broad 
enough terms to make working around the claim 
impractical. 

In case specific AI technologies can be applied 
successfully to a more broadly defined class of 
technical problems (Claims C1 and C2), then the 
use of AI can be claimed. 
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